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What is AI?

Prof. Dr. Kristian Kersting



The dream of AI is not new

Talos, an ancient mythical
automaton with artificial intelligence



The dream of AI is not new

Leibniz „philosophises about `artificial
intelligence‘ (AI). In order to prove the
impossibility of thinking machines, Leibniz 
imagines of `a machine from whose structure
certain thoughts, sensations, perceptions
emerge‘“ — Gero von Randow, ZEIT  44/2016



AI today



Downfall of 
humanity… AI is the saviour of

the world?

So, AI has many faces

Saviour of
the world



Humans
are
smart

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
XQ79UUIOeWc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQ79UUIOeWc


AI asks, can
machines be
smart, too?

„the science and engineering of
making intelligent machines, 
especially intelligent computer
programs. 

It is related to the similar task of
using computers to understand
human intelligence, but AI does
not have to confine itself to
methods that are biologically
observable.“

- John McCarthy, Stanford (1956),
coined the term AI, Turing Awardee



AI wants to build intelligent computer 
programs. How do we do this?

We use algorithms: 
unambiguous specifications 
of how to solve a class of 
problems – in finite time.



Think of it as a recipe!



Learning Thinking Planning

Vision Behaviour Reading



Machine 
Learning

the science "concerned with 
the question of how to 
construct computer programs 
that automatically improve with 
experience”
- Tom Mitchell (1997) CMU



Deep 
Learning a form of machine

learning that makes
use of artificial
neural networks

Geoffrey Hinton
Google
Univ. Toronto (CAN)

Yann LeCun
Facebook (USA)

Yoshua Bengio
Univ. Montreal (CAN)



Computer Science

Artificial
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Deep
Learning

Overall Picture



1956 
AI is Born

Dartmouth Conference

John McCarthy
Turing Award 1971

Marvin Minsky
Turing Award 1969

Allen Newell
Turing Award 1975

Herbert A. Simon
Turing Award 1975
Nobel Prize 1978



Since 2010s: Deep Learning — “akin to the human brain”, 
millions of simple compute units process informations

neural networks
expert systems

1956 2019

?



#1  models are bigger
#2  we have more data

#3  we have more compute power 
#4  the systems actually work for several tasks

What’s different 
now than it 
used to be?











Real personNot a real 
person



However



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdUHX72qxeY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdUHX72qxeY




Optical Illusions

Stereotypes



„Moral“ Choices
[Jentzsch, Schramowski, Rothkopf, 
Kersting  AIES 2019]

https://www.hr-fernsehen.de/sendungen-a-z/hauptsache-
kultur/sendungen/hauptsache-kultur,sendung-56324.html

https://www.hr-fernsehen.de/sendungen-a-z/hauptsache-kultur/sendungen/hauptsache-kultur,sendung-56324.html


Lake, Salakhutdinov, Tenenbaum, Science 350 (6266), 1332-1338, 2015

Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, Goodman, Science 331 (6022), 1279-1285, 2011

The twin science: cognitive science
"How do we humans get so much from so little?" and by that 

I mean how do we acquire our understanding of the world 
given what is clearly by today's engineering standards so little 
data, so little time, and so little energy.

Josh Tenenbaum, MIT

Algorithms of intelligent behaviour
teach us a lot about ourselves



Getting deep
systems that reason
and know what they

don’t know

Teso, Kersting AIES 2019
„Tell the AI when it is
right for the wrong
reasons and it adapts
ist behavior“

Responsible AI 
systems that explain
their decisions and
co-evolve with the

humans

Open AI systems
that are easy to

realize and
understandable for
the domain experts



And this is AI
It is a revolution but there is still a 

lot to be done! This is a team 
sport. We need you!

Prof. Dr. Kristian Kersting


